FOODWAYS
FOR EARTHLINGS
Recipes and Tools for Eating
in Extreme Environments

maggie coblentz

ABSTRACT

Studying how food is made, consumed, and appreciated in extreme environments
can help shed light on how our experiences of food extend far beyond that of mere
nourishment. The social and preparatory food-based rituals found in even the most
challenging conditions can lead to a deeper awareness of the role of food on earth
today, and can illuminate how humans might eat in the future. This thesis examines
the roles of food in war zones, in prisons, and in space to inform speculative recipes
and food-based experiences.
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INTRODUCTION

Impending technological advances of the 21st century, such as the development of
an interplanetary space tourism industry, will make possible cultural events and
experiences never encountered before in human history. If designed for thoughtfully and
responsibly, these experiences will promote new and unforeseen foodways and culinary
expressions.
Food is part of what makes us human. Food is not simply fuel, it has deep cultural,
social and emotional implications. Throughout history humans have used food to as part
of celebratory occasions. Perhaps more importantly, food shapes our everyday.
Many of the world’s existing food cultures and rituals are disappearing as a result of
the current direction of food production and consumption. Emerging food tech-startups
such as Soylent are distributing “placeless” and processed food objects that promote a
culture of uniformity. Food corporations and consumers must be cognizant of the value
systems they help to construct and perpetuate.
The recipes and stories that follow are all anchored in human experience. They share
insight into foods’ ability to comfort soldiers fighting wars, astronauts living away from
their loved ones on Planet Earth, and prisoners who have been cut off from society at
large. As a human race, we need to learn from the experiences of these individuals living
in extreme environments to design a future of food that fosters deeper connections to
one another and our planet.
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food for thought...
BAKING

CAESAR SALAD

“Baking is deeply impractical
from both a nutritional and labor
perspective, but that is kind
of the point of an indulgence,
right? And the gesture of baking
for someone is meaningful
because of the time sacrifice and
attention to thoughtful details.”

“My Oma makes a dressing that
tastes like none other. It has so
much lemon and garlic it is more
yellow than white.”
— S.R.

— K.S.
SPAGHETTI

SHAWERMA

“Twirling it on my fork and
slurping it.”

“I cannot resist the rotating slow
roasted mound of delicious meat
that gets turned into a handheld
eating experience via a freshly
made taco or pita.”

— A.H.

— A.M.

ICE CREAM
“Ice cream is one of those
foods that really establishes
an atmosphere. I like to buy
chocolate on chocolate ice cream.
I eat if by putting on a hoodie
(because it makes you cold),
and getting under a blanket and
watching a movie.”

BIRTHDAY CAKE
“Pulling the candles out and
sucing off the icing and cake that
has attached itself. Sometimes
little wax droplets land on the
top of the cake and that’s yummy
too .”
— B.B.

— J.B.
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EATING AT WAR

MATERIALS
iron supplements

blood suckers

red food dye

Blood flavored lollipops rich in iron supplements to satisfy human
taste for meat in a world without animal consumption.
Imagine eating a juicy burger or cutting into a freshly seared
steak while eating this iron-rich blood sucker. A few drops of iron
supplements give the perfect metallic finish.

notes

Blue add 6 drops iron supplements and 6 drops red food dye.
Rare add 5 drops iron supplements and 5 drops red food dye.
Medium Rare add 4 drops iron supplements and 4 drops red food dye.
Medium add 3 drops iron supplements and 3 drops red food dye.
Medium Well add 2 drops iron supplements and 2 drops red food dye.
Well Done add 1 drop iron supplements and 1 drop red food dye.
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blood suckers
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bacon fat
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raw beef
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BRO, YOU’RE NOT IN AN
EXTREME ENVIRONMENT

FEEDING SOLDIERS
The United States Armed Forces serves Meals Ready-to-Eat (MREs)
to soldiers who are deployed. These meals are neither delicious nor
comforting, but are self contained and provide the required caloric
and nutritional needs for people on the job. Brian Novoselich is an
American war veteran and has been on deployment during multiple
military conflicts around the world. He said, “you get so sick of
eating MREs for months at a time that you don’t even want to look
at them anymore.”
In the military, holidays are observed to boost morale. Novoselich
said, “when the army’s deployed, Thanksgiving dinner is a really
big deal”. Turkeys and crabs legs are flown out on helicopters. “I
remember when we were getting established in Iraq my commander
gave me an order to establish a dining facility for Thanksgiving
dinner. I had to erect tents and get tables and chairs, and air
conditioning and setup TVs for the football game. That became my
mission for two weeks.”

In the officespace, a Soylent bottle can
be seen as a symbol of one’s unyielding
commitment to their work and employer.
Yet, if soldiers are able to ritualize eating
experiences; taking time out of their
high-stress lives to eat patiently and
innovatively, shouldn’t a coder at Google be
able to do the same?
Soylent is just one example of a food
tech company that promises to provide
consumers with a more efficient food
source, enabling people to remove
themselves from the social regime of
eating and preparing food with others. Its
consumers are buying into the modernist
dream; a mythology of comprehensiveness,
completeness and ultimate abstraction.
Although Soylent has succeeded in creating
a community in and of itself, is this the
community and future that we desire?

Special occasions are important to acknowledge with food, but it is
also the everyday that provides stability and comfort. “My percolator
and Starbucks coffee was my vice in Iraq during the invasion,”
Novoselich said “It represented being back at home.”
Military training programs often require military personnel to
participate in survival drills where they are left without food. Harry
Jones remembers surviving in the woods without food for days while
participating in the military program SERE (Survival, Evasion,
Resistance, Escape). After four days he and his team found a clue that
led them to one half of a carrot buried in the woods. “We cooked
our little carrot over a fire and carefully sliced it into 5 even slices,
accounting for the increasing diameter as we got closer to the stem so
as not to cheat anyone out of their portion. You’d have thought we
just sat down for Thanksgiving dinner.”

office pantry
20
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MATERIALS

amuse-bouche

meal replacement
powder
gum base
water

Gum made from meal replacement powders to provide satisfaction for
a liquid diet.
To avoid lingering feelings of hunger after consuming drinkable meal
replacements, use your meal replacement powders to create bite
sized appetizers to fulfill the human desire to chew.

notes

22

Satiation is not a direct function of caloric intake, but it has a lot more to do with the
form that you’ve taken in those calories. In other words, you will feel a lot less satiated
from liquid calories than the solid calories.
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chewed things
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meals ready-to-eat
Interview with Brian Novoselich,
U.S. Armed Forces

Have you ever eaten in an extreme
environment?
I’ve gone away to fight wars and keep
peace in different places where I’ve had
to eat a lot of MREs and not had a lot of
other food choices. I’ve consumed meals
on the top of a tank conducting attacks
in the middle of the desert so I’ve got a
pretty diverse set of food experiences.
What was your most memorable eating
experience on deployment?
The thing that stands out the most is
my experience during the invasion,
specifically the Spring of 2003. We went
for a couple of straight months rolling
around Iraq north of Baghdad. We spent
a lot of time on our vehicles moving north
and all we had were MREs to sustain us
because we just didn’t stop long enough
to setup any other kind of food options.
What is the Army’s food system?
The Army’s got a modular system, so
when you are highly mobile and have
a constrained logistics system behind
you there are MREs. They’re easy, they
come in a cardboard box and they’re
self-contained. Add some water and
you’re good. If the army gets a little more
established and they can start cooking,
they can have a quasi hot meal. It still
comes from a can or a package, but you
take it out of the serving tray and you put
it on your plate and it feels a little more
like you’re eating real food and it’s not
just the mushy stuff that comes in an
envelope. You get so sick of eating MREs
for months at a time that you don’t even
want to look at them anymore. And so
having that ability to have something
different, something that’s real, is
something that I’ve noticed soldiers really
look forward to. Food quality is one of the
most important things, when you don’t
have much else to motivate soldiers
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and keep them engaged and keep them
excited, food tends to be one of those
things that you put a lot of emphasis
on. Soldiers really can get pretty cranky
when the food quality isn’t great. It’s this
avenue for continued improvement.
What’s your favourite type of MRE?
They used to have nonamed bars and
hard candy, now it tends to be M&M’s and
Skittles and stuff that you can relate to in
the rest of the world. That’s kind of a big
deal. You get a taste of home in a far off
land. People get excited when they open
a box of MREs and it’s got M&M’s in it or
Reeses Pieces.
Did you bring any food from home?
I had friends and family ship me
Starbucks coffee when I was over. It’s just
something that I really enjoyed. I had my
percolator and my camp stove that I’d
pack with me and so that was a big deal
for me to have Starbucks coffee whenever
I had the chance. And it was just that one
thing that lets you feel human again for a
little while.
Do you get creative with the MREs?
I’m not a very picky person. But when
things slow down, and there’s a lot of
boredom involved with being a soldier,
that’s a time when you kind of relish in
the fact that you can enjoy your meal.
And so you take time to dress it up. I
know a lot of soldiers carry spices and
Tabasco sauce. When soldiers have the
ability to take the time to think about
it, some of them come up with some
pretty interesting ways to rearrange what
comes in the MRE into something more
enjoyable.

Is it possible to chill your food and
drink?
When we were on the move everything
would be hot by the middle of the day. The
weather was pushing 100°F. We had to
take wet socks and put them around our
water bottles. When it’s hot outside, the
phase change of the water evaporating
from the sock cools the water in the
bottle. It actually tasted pretty refreshing
to have something that was at least 20°F
cooler than the ambient temperature.
It would feel like you were drinking ice
water, but in reality it was probably 80°F.
That was a big deal. But, it’s tough to
bring actual refrigeration.
What happens on holidays?
When the army’s deployed Thanksgiving
dinner is a really big deal. We’ve had
turkeys and crabs legs flown out in
helicopters. I remember when we
were getting established in Iraq, my
commander gave me an order to
establish a dining facility for Thanksgiving
dinner. I had to erect tents, get tables and
chairs, air conditioning units and setup
TVs for the football game. That became
my mission for two weeks. During the
invasion it was a huge deal. There’s a
tradition in the army that commander’s
prepare Thanksgiving dinner for the
soldiers to show gratitude for the work
they do. And so all the leadership takes
turns serving the soldiers that day. They
even have turkeys flow out to soldiers in
remote locations who can’t get back to
the facility. That’s the standard.

How are MREs distributed?
Some people cherry pick the boxes and
get all the good stuff. So I started a blind
selection rule where you could not look at
it. You got what you got. That way it was
equitable.
How could the packaging be improved?
The packaging is not very engaging or
appealing, but at the same time there
are certain situations where it should be
completely nondescript because it can be
a distraction. When you are in the combat
environment you don’t want anything
that’s going to compromise your show.
What’s the first thing you eat or drink
when you get home?
When I was younger and I would get out
of the field I would usually have a beer
in the shower, and my finance, now wife,
would bring me a second.
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meals ready-to-eat
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scrape
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bite
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EATING IN PRISON

food for thought...
GARLIC

MANGO

“I’m addicted to the flavor,
fragrance and the spiciness of
garlic while chewing it.”

“I’ll never forget my first
experience with a mango in
Mexico. I thought it was the most
luscious fruit I had ever tasted.
My family and I were traveling
in a car from Albuquerque, New
Mexico and someone alongside
the road was selling them. We
had a knife and ate it in the car.”

— K.C.

— L.B.
CHARCUTERIE

FRENCH FRIES

“Freshly toasted French baguette
with soft cheese and a really old
gouda.”

“Crispy greasy combination. If you
eat them in your car the smell
lingers and it’s comforting in a
strange way .”

— L.B.

— A.C.

MAKING DINNER
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PEANUT BUTTER

“Cooking is a good way to blow off
steam because chopping is sort
of therapeutic. Cooking dinner
for others is also a nice gesture.”

“I’m obsessed with crunchy
peanut butter. I eat it often
alongside other foods or on its
own.”

— H.C.

— R.W.
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eating in confinement
Interview with anonymous,
former inmate.

Have you ever eaten in an extreme
environment?
Yes, I have eaten in an environment that
could be considered extreme. I spent
several years incarcerated in the Federal
Bureau of Prisons system.
Did food play a role in addressing your
wellbeing in prison?
Food played several important roles for
my well being during this experience.
Obviously it supplied sustenance. One of
the cliché’s of incarceration is spending
time working out which requires a lot
of calories. The meals provided were
basic and contained the minimum
calories. There was a thriving black
market in food smuggled from kitchens
which supplemented either income
or nourishment depending on which
side of the transaction one was on, but
also contributed to the poor quality
of the cafeteria food. Meals eaten in
the cafeteria had a social and tribal
component. There were layers and
shifting strata to where and with whom
one sat, and how much or what one was
served. After several years one could
gauge one’s own and others position
relative to oneself within the community.
Cafeteria meal time was also a good
place to gauge the overall situation of
the institution, whether it was calm or
on edge (whether “something was going
down.”)
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Were you able to prepare your own food
in prison?
Nachos was a favorite recipe for
“parties”.
Grilled cheese made on a clothes iron.
You’d be surprised what I’ve seen cooked
on an iron.
In the “hole” boiling water in a lunchsized milk carton over burning toilet
paper to make tea or instant coffee.
Suspend the carton with some dental
floss. The carton chars after a couple of
uses, but the water keeps it from burning.
Hooch....fruit juice in a plastic bag with a
bit of bread to start fermentation hidden
in an air duct. Retrieve it before it bursts.
Don’t get caught, don’t get so wasted that
you do something really stupid.
For the weight lifters copious amounts of
eggs stolen from the kitchen boiled with
the previously described stinger.
How did you learn these recipes?
These recipes and methods were handed
down tribally.

Did you share meals with others?
Aside from the cafeteria meals a ritual
of my group was the “Kill the Month”
party. This was a monthly celebration
of having survived another month, and
being a month closer to release. The
ritual was to make the nachos recipe
above, smoke cigars purchased through
commissary, drink “hooch”, and discuss
the previous month. The object of the
discussion was to nominate one incident,
person, experience that was the most
noteworthy and commemorate it by
drawing a caricature of it on the last day
of the month on a wall calendar. These
episodes were cathartic and helped us to
vent whatever it was that needed venting.
I still have several of these calendars and
each day has a minor commemorative
caricature on it. In retrospect they are
crude, violent, and uncomfortable but
they are an interesting insight.
What food or eating experience did you
miss most while living away from home?
I missed fresh foods, beer, meat, eating
as much as I wanted, spices, garlic, real
bread, coffee.
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MATERIALS
Twinkies

twinkie hunting
A manufactured hunting experience to simulate hunting for people
living in confinement.
Twinkie hunting is a sport developed to reduce anxiety and depression
in humans living in confinement. Aside from humans, other animals
living in captivity benefit from manufactured eating experiences.
Animals in zoos are often fed with hunting contraptions to engage
their predatory instincts and promote physical activity.

notes
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Train humans to track Twinkies by exposing them to their scent. Scatter some drops of
icing across the ground if you plan on your trainees tracking wounded Twinkies.
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Twinkie spear
42

Twinkie hunter in training
43

prey
44
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MATERIALS
ESF letter

emotional support food
Avoid cuisine and portion restrictions on flights and public places by
getting the proper documentation to certify your food as an official
ESF (Emotional Support Food).

notes
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ESF’s improve your overall well-being by helping you eat better, giving you a sense of
community and making you feel more confident.
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balloon and sausage
48
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MATERIALS
tear fluid

onion tears
Vials containing human tear fluid triggered by cooking with onions to
celebrate food preparation, when meals come readymade.
Add a dash of onion tears to your favorite soup or stew for a salty
comforting flavor.

notes
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Onion tears are triggered by the chemical syn-propanethial-S-oxide.
Catch them in a test tube or any watertight vessel.
Best stored at room temp.
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food for thought...
PERNIL

OYSTERS

“I couldn’t live without the pernil
my mama cooks for Christmas.
She marinates the pernil the day
before and you literally smell
it around the whole house. She
has these ceramic serving plates
which she puts everything in and
when I see those out I just know
I’m gonna eat well.”

“Slurping fresh oysters straight
out of the shell, when you can
taste the salt from the ocean.”
— J.C.

— J.D.
SOUP

RICE

“My aunt’s homemade chicken
noodle soup is the first thing
my family eats when we land
in Serbia and get to her house.
She’s convinced us that the
only way to recover from a long
journey is soup.”

“When my grandparents came
to visit us from Japan, my mom
cooked rice for them to eat,
even if we were eating pasta or
something. As someone who
has traveled far from my mom,
eating and cooking traditional
food is something that helps me
feel rooted and at home.”

— M.C.

— A.B.
FRESH HERBS
“Picking fresh herbs. It’s very
important for me to be maintain
a relationship with how food is
originally produced .”
— A.P.

SNICKERS BAR
“When I’m tired and lazy and have
no more self-control, I crave a
Snickers bar. You can get one
at any corner store. It’s not that
good, but man is it satisfying.”
— W.M.
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EATING IN SPACE

EATING IN ZERO-G
TASTE BUDS
Weightlessness impacts human taste
buds as a result of fluid shifts in the body.
Astronaut report that eating in space feels
like you are eating with a cold.

SPACE FOOD
Debriefs with astronauts tell us that food is one of the only creature
comforts in spaceflight, and it will play an even more significant role
on longer trips, such as a future voyage to Mars.
The current space food system produced by NASA offers some
variability in menu items, but does very little outside of sustenance.
Currently, space food produced by NASA is freeze-dried and
prepackaged in ways consistent with the demands of present day
space travel. For long duration space travel, the current food products
will be detrimental to astronauts’ mental health. A one way trip to
Mars will take up to six months, and thoughtfully designed foods
and culinary experiences will allow humans to feel more connected
to their loved ones and histories on Earth. This will help to promote
the beginning of a food culture that fosters deeper relationships with
new worlds. Finally, thinking about the role food will play on Mars
prompts a necessary reflection on our terrestrial food system and the
future of food here on Earth.

QUALITY CONTROL
Zero-g environments have a degenerative
effect on the nutritional value, colour, and
textures of foods. Promoting interactions
between different sensory modalities will
assist in improving the perception of food in
space as well as our current planet.
SPICES
To avoid unwanted particles floating around
the space station, all spices, including salt,
come in liquid form.
VELCRO
Velcro is used to secure food packages and
tools to the dining table.
AROMA
Aroma dissipates in all different directions
making it difficult to smell or taste the
unique flavours of food.

Before food reaches our mouths, we become aware of its sights,
sounds, smells and feel. Taste is often the last sense experienced in a
meal. All of the senses must be considered when designing food and
eating experiences.
Using outer space as an example, weightlessness impacts human
taste buds as a result of fluid shifts in the body, and also has a
degenerative effect on the nutritional value, colour, and textures of
foods. Promoting interactions between different sensory modalities
will assist in improving the perception of food in space as well as our
current planet.
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NASA freeze-dried berries
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fresh berry
59

broccoli dew
60
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MATERIALS

pale blue dot

Special spoon made of
bone, crystal or mother
of pearl

Algae caviar to inspiring a sense of connectedness to Planet Earth.
This algae caviar is a delicacy to be enjoyed while gazing back at
Planet Earth from orbit. Must be served chilled. Best eaten alone.

notes
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The Overview Effect is a phenomenon described by many astronauts who experience
seeing the planet Earth from orbit. They describe a heightened feeling of connectedness
and a new perspective of time, life, and humanity.
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feeding astronauts
Interview with Vickie Kloeris,
NASA Food Scientist

What is the core menu?
On our side the core menu that we send
is standard, but from a psychosocial
aspect we do allow astronauts to
augment that standard menu with what
we call crew specific containers. For a
six-month stay on the space station they
get nine food containers that have their
name on them and they chose exactly
the contents of those containers. And so
that allows us to augment the standard
menu with their preferences. That can
be more of our standard menu items.
So if they have favorites that they would
like to have a lot of, they can put those in
their crew specific containers. If they’re a
JAXA, ESA, or Canada crewmember their
country can send special food items for
them and we will stow them in their crew
specific containers. They can also go to
the grocery store and identify items that
are shelf stable that meet our shelf life
and microbiological requirements and
packaging requirements. We can’t send
anything in glass, but we can send stuff
in plastic.

Is the food eaten directly out of the
packaging?
Oh, absolutely. It’s all eaten out of the
packaging (laughter). Each crewmember
has a set of utensils. But, that’s about it.
So most crewmembers say that scissors
and a spoon are pretty much the utensils
that they use the most on orbit. They do
have knives and forks available and they
use the knives I’m sure for spreading
things because we have tortillas that they
spread a lot of things on. But they don’t
have plates or anything like that.

Are you thinking about the psychosocial
health of astronauts?
The psychosocial aspects are certainly
taken into consideration, but they are
not the top priority. I have to be honest.
The constraints that we have related to
the food system obviously have to be
fulfilled before we can worry about the
psychosocial aspects.

Is the Advanced Food System Program
working developing food for Mars
specific missions?
So, at this point we’re not really working
on specific products with Mars in mind.
More of the research that is being done
right now is shelf life related. What can
we do to help extend the shelf life of
these shelf stable products to get the
five to seven year shelf life we’re going to
need for a mission to Mars. Even though
we know we can produce food from a
microbiological perspective that is safe
to eat after 5-7 years, the problem that
we have is a quality issue. We know that

Do the NASA crew members share with
the cosmonauts?
We fully expect them to share, and they
do, but that’s totally left up to them how
much or how little they share. This is not
dictated. But we do know from debriefs
that they share food quite a bit.
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What is the biggest challenge that
astronauts face eating in space?
It’s difficult to mix things together or
transfer things from one package to
another, that’s extremely difficult to do
in microgravity. It can get messy if you’re
not careful eating in microgravity. They
learn pretty quickly how to take smaller
bites and stuff like that so they don’t
have a lot of stuff floating away. There’s
definitely a lot more overhead to eating in
microgravity.

we can control microbiological growth
by various means including thermo
stabilization, freeze-drying, and lowering
the water activity. What we can not stop
are the chemical changes that occur
in food. Over time you’re going to have
chemical changes that are going to
change the quality of the food. And not
in a good way. So the color is going to
change, the texture is going to change,
the flavor is going to change, and the
nutritional content is going to degrade
overtime. Part of the research we’re
looking at now is which nutrients do we
have to be most concerned about, and
in which foods are those nutrients most
susceptible to degradation?
Are astronauts allowed to select what
food to eat on a daily basis?
Unless they’re participating in a medical
experiment with a prescribed diet, they
have complete freedom to choose from
our standard menu what they’re eating.
Our standard menu is stored pantry
style. Meaning we store all the meats
together, all the veggies together, all the
fruits together. So they are selecting their
meals real time from those categories
of food. And those categories contain
approximately 200 different foods and
beverages. So there’s a great deal of
variety in our U.S. standard menu. They
construct their meals from the containers
that they have opened.

area over in the U.S. segment. That area
also has a rehydration station. And now
it actually has a kind of an oven type
warmer, but it’s still done by contact
heating. When everyone was dining in
the Russian service module, sharing of
food was of course a lot easier, because
everyone was eating at the same table.
But now, the NASA crew members
are eating in the U.S. segment, and
the Russians are eating in the service
module. So now, when they want to have
joint meals, they kind of have to setup
a dinner date. And they do that. They do
have a lot of joint meals. So typically what
we hear from the debriefs is that usually
occurs on the weekends because they
have more time on the weekends to get
together. They will take turns. They do
talk about in the debriefs how important
the joint meals are to crew morale
overall.
What has been one of the biggest
advancements in the dining area?
They added a small chiller. Prior to
that there was no way to get a chilled
beverage on the space station. All they
have on the station is hot water and
ambient water. And so they added a small
chiller, and it’s really small, it’s about the
internal volume of a typical microwave.
But, it does allow them to chill beverages.

Is there a specific dining area on the ISS?
Early on, when the station was small
and it was still being built, we only had
3 crew members at a time on orbit and
all of the dining was being done in the
Russian service module. As the station
got bigger and we got to the point where
we could accommodate 6 crew members,
they added a second food preparation
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MATERIALS
Chocolate

edible topography

NASA 3D Resources

Chocolate topographic landscapes of potential landing sites on Mars
to provide insight into a site through eating.
Explore new lands with friends and family by ingesting topographic
landscapes of the Red Planet. Eat slowly to allow the elevations to
naturally melt away on your tongue.

notes
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Gale Crater is a crater on Mars that is believed to be a dried lake. It is roughly the size of
the U.S. state Rhode Island.
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MATERIALS
soil

thé de terroir
Tea bags filled with soil to give a sense of place, when food is removed
from its origin.
Re-infuse a “goût de terroir” into placeless foods with soil from the
planet’s most prized agricultural sites.

notes
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Terroir is a term used in the wine industry and refers to the unique flavor of grapes
derived from the environmental climate in which they were grown.
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soil from the Mediterranean
70
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MATERIALS
vr headset

vr wine tasting

wine

Immerse yourself in far off lands or transport yourself back to your
favorite vacation by way of virtual reality to alter your perception of
flavor and the experience of consuming food and beverage.

notes
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Findings from a VR wine tasting event conducted by Coblentz provided evidence that
Pinot Gris might taste less “acidic” on Mars and Bordeaux might taste “fruitier” on Mars.
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drinking on Mars
74

drinking on Mars
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MATERIALS
spoodle

the spoodle

4ft+ noodle

Pasta slurping device for enjoying a meal alone. Conserving
slurping heritage and enhancing sense of play in food through
pasta slurping device.

notes

Spaghetto slurps at 13 RPM.
Capellino slurps at 14 RPM.
Linguina slurps at 12 RPM.
Fettuccina slurps at 8 RPM.
Tagliatella slurps at 3 RPM.
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theslurping
spoodle
78
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MATERIALS

cheese bones

food grade silicone
bones
bread
cheese

Food grade silicone bones that can be inserted and cooked into food to
entertain astronauts when everything comes out of a package.
Cook silicone bones into any dish so that you are left with the best
crispy gooey bits to gnaw at.

notes
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Cook into a classic grilled cheese sandwich or mix it up in your favorite cake, brownies or
mac n’ cheese.
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grilled cheese roast
82

remnants
83

saucey
84
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